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We performed molecular dynamics simulations of water confined within AlPO4-54 nanotubes.
AlPO4-54 is an artificial material made of AlO4 and of PO4 in tetrahedra arranged in a periodic struc-
ture forming pores of approximately 1.3 nm in diameter. This makes AlPO4-54 an excellent candidate
for practical applications, such as for water filtration and desalination. In this work, the structural and
dynamical properties of the confined water are analyzed for various temperatures and water loadings.
We find that the water structure is controlled by the heterogeneity of the nanopore surface with the
water molecules located preferentially next to the surface of oxygens of AlPO4-54; consequently, at
very low densities, water forms helicoidal structures in string-like arrangements. Published by AIP
Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4985626]
I. INTRODUCTION
Aluminophosphates, AlPO4-n, are the first family of
framework oxide molecular sieves synthesized without sil-
ica.1 They have periodic structures with pores of nanoscale
dimensions, as found in zeolites, and can be prepared in a
highly crystalline form.2 Among all the aluminophosphates,
AlPO4-54 is particularly important since it has the largest
pores,≈1.3 nm in diameter. AlPO4-54 possesses unidirectional
channels parallel to the z-axis formed by 18 AlO4 and PO4
tetrahedra with all Al and P cations in 4-fold coordination.3,4
Our motivation to study water confined within AlPO4-54
nanotubes is due to the potential application of this mate-
rial as nanosieve for water treatment. Specifically, the size of
the AlPO4-54 pores is large enough to allow for the flow of
water molecules, while small enough to filter small organic
molecules. In addition, it has been recently acknowledged that
water confined in nanoscale pores can flow orders of magnitude
faster than the hydrodynamic equations predict.5–8 This super-
flow can be explained by the particular arrangements of water
molecules in nanoscale confined geometries; for example,
water molecules confined within carbon nanotubes can arrange
in a single line along the carbon nanotube axis.5,9–12 The super-
flow regime of water has been observed mainly in hydrophobic
confinement such as carbon nanotubes with diameters in the
sub 2-nm scale.8,13 These studies suggest that in order to
enhance the water flow in nanosieves, e.g., for desalination
processes,14 all the nanotubes at the nanosieve have to be sub-2
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Although the chemistry of the confining surface is
expected to play a relevant role in the dynamics of water, the
surface effects on water dynamics are not well understood.
Hydrophilic nanotubes, such as alumina, have been tested for
the presence of the superflow. Unfortunately the flow, even
though being larger than the expected from theoretical calcu-
lations, is much smaller for hydrophilic materials than for the
case of carbon nanotubes.15 An alternative, therefore, is to look
for a material that can be easily produced in fixed sizes and
that exhibits hydrophobic regions as the carbon nanotubes.
This is the case of AlPO4-n. Its main advantage over other
materials, such as carbon tubes, is that aluminophosphates can
be prepared in monodisperse crystalline structures, whereas
it is not simple to prepare carbon nanotubes with a precisely
controlled diameter. Since AlPO4-n has both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic groups, it is expected that water flow would be
larger for AlPO4-n than the flux observed in pure alumina
pores. In resume, the AlPO4-n tubes are good candidates for
water filtration and purification.
Compared to the case of the carbon or the alumina nan-
otubes, the knowledge of water behavior within AlPO4-54
nanotubes is rather poor. Contrary to the case of carbon and
alumina nanotubes, the surface of the AlPO4-54 pore is not
atomically smooth, and the high valence of the Al atoms in the
AlPO4-54 surface may lead to an irregular distribution of water
near the wall. The AlPO4-54 nanopore can exhibit an unusual
structural behavior similar to that observed for MoS2,16 which
shows different water concentrations in the vicinity of Mo
or S.
Nanoscale confinement creates a number of effects not
observed in the bulk water and such effects can be very sen-
sitive to the properties of the confining surface. For example,
confinement can induce the formation of layers,17–22 the exis-
tence of structured phases at the contact layer,11,12,23 and the
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shift of the melting temperature to lower values.24–28 In some
cases, water at the solid interfaces can remain liquid-like even
for temperatures much below the melting temperature of the
bulk water.26,29 The region in the pressure-temperature phase
diagram in which these effects occur depends on the confining
geometry,26,27,30,31 on the dimensions,32,33 and on the type of
water-wall interaction.16
In this paper, we study the structural and dynamical prop-
erties of the water confined in AlPO4-54 nanopores. Our results
are compared with the recent experiments of Alabarse et al.34
This paper is organized as follows. First, we present the com-
puter simulation details and definitions, and we describe the
AlPO4-54 structure. In Sec. III, the results are shown and the
conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. COMPUTER SIMULATION DETAILS
Molecular dynamics simulations are employed to ana-
lyze the behavior of the water confined in the nanotubes of
AlPO4-54.34 We use the TIP4P/2005 water model35 which
reproduces remarkably well many of the properties of bulk
water36 including the diffusivity of the liquid water and the
phase diagram of the ice. We consider a full-atomistic model
of AlPO4-54. The interactions between water molecules and
the pore atoms are modeled by Lennard-Jones and Coulomb
pair interaction potentials,


















where rij is the distance between particles, f = 1/4πε0, and qi
and qj are the charges of the atoms i and j, respectively. The








ε iε j, (2)
where σi, σj, ε i, and ε j are the Lennard-Jones parameters of
atoms i and j.
To model AlPO4-54, we use the location of the atoms
in the unit cell reported by Alabarse et al.,34 based on X-ray
diffraction experiments. We use the Lennard-Jones parameters
TABLE I. Parameters for the AlPO4-54 framework.
σ(Å) ε/kB(K) q (e)
Al 4.008 254.151 +1.4
P 3.695 153.497 +3.4
O 3.118 30.196 −1.2
and partial charges for Al, P, and O proposed by Koh et al.37
and shown in Table I. Since the vibrational motion of the Al,
P, and O atoms with temperature is very small, we fix the posi-
tion of the atoms in AlPO4-54 through the whole simulation
run.
The simulation box is composed of three unit cells along
the x and y directions, and 10 unit cells along the z-axis.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the x-y and z-y projections of the
system studied. Our system consists of nine pores which allow
us to improve the statistics of the water properties studied. In
order to visualize the atomic arrangement of the pores’ inner
surface, we also include in Fig. 1(c) the inner view of a pore.
We perform MD simulations at three temperatures, T
= 173, 235, and 293 K. In order to reproduce absorption
experiments under different vapor pressures, we perform MD
simulations for nine different water loadings, N = 50, 60, 75,
100, 120, 180, 200, 240, and 299.
In order to prepare the systems for a given N, we take
a previously equilibrated configuration and include all water
molecules in our AlPO4−54 porous system (Fig. 1) which do
not overlap with the matrix atoms. Specifically, we remove
all water molecules for which the oxygen atom is within a
distance d from any atom j of the AlPO4-54 matrix; we define
d = σO +σj, where σO is the Lennard-Jones parameter for the
water. Molecules within the pores are removed randomly until
the desired number of molecules remains in the pore. With
this procedure, we are able to fit up to a maximum of N = 299
water molecules in a pore. All simulations are thermalized for
tt = 2 ns followed by a simulation time ∆t for data analysis;
∆t = 40, 20, and 2 ns for T = 173 K, 235 K, and 293 K,
respectively.
Computer simulations are performed using the
GROMACS4.6.538–40 software package at constant N, T,
and V. The temperature is controlled using a Nosé-Hoover
FIG. 1. (a) x-y projection and (b) z-y projection of the
AlPO4-54 nanotubes and (c) the inside view of a single
nanotube. Red, blue, and green spheres represent, respec-
tively, the oxygen, aluminum, and phosphorus atoms.
A single nanotube has the approximated diameter of d
= 1.2 nm, and the length of the simulated nanotube is z
= 8.098 nm.
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thermostat.41 Water molecule angles and OH bond lengths are
maintained constant by using the LINCS algorithm.42
We characterize the structure of water within the
AlPO4-54 nanopores by calculating the radial density profiles,
density colormaps, number of water-water and water-surface
hydrogen bonds (HBs), and visual inspection of configura-
tions. Radial density profiles ρ(r) are obtained by calculating
the water density inside thin cylindrical shells located at a dis-
tance r from the center of the nanotube of radii r and r + dr
where dr = 0.01 nm.
We consider two kinds of density maps, x  y and z−θ. The
x  y colormap is the density map, ρ(x, y), of water molecules
projected on the x-y plane. To obtain the x  y colormap, we
divide the x-y plane in small bins, between x and x + dx and
y and y + dy, with dx = dy = 0.1 and count the number of
water molecules within this bin. Similarly, the z − θ colormap
is the density map, ρ(z, θ), of water molecules projected on
the z-θ plane and is obtained by using the same method used
for the x  y colormap. In order to analyze the number of the
hydrogen bonds per water molecule, we consider a geometrical
definition of HB. Specifically, a water molecule forms a HB
with another O if
r ≤ rHB = 0.35 nm
α ≤ αHB = 30
◦, (3)
where r is the distance between the donor and acceptor and α
is the OH–O angle.
We characterize the dynamics of water within the
AlPO4-54 nanopores by calculating the diffusion coefficient
of water and water rotational relaxation time, τ. To determine
the diffusion coefficient, we first calculate the mean square
displacement, MSD, given by
〈r2(t)〉 = 〈[r(t0 + t) − r(t0)]
2〉, (4)









where d is the dimensionality of the system. The rotational





where Pn(x) is the nth order Legendre polynomial and θp(ξ) is
the angle between p(ξ) and p(ξ + t). p(ξ) is the orientation of
the molecule at t = ξ. The relaxation time, τ, can be obtained
by fitting the rotational autocorrelation function with
C = a1exp(−t/τ1) + a2exp(−t/τ2), (7)
where a1 and a2 are constants and τ1 and τ2 are the slow and
fast relaxation times, respectively.
III. RESULTS
We present our results in two separate sections. First, we
discuss the structure of water within the nanopore; next, the
water dynamic properties are presented.
A. Water structure
To characterize the water structure within the nanopores,
the density profile, ρ(r), is analyzed. Figure 2 shows ρ(r) for
all temperatures and water loadings studied. The maxima and
minima in ρ(r) indicate the formation of layers within the
pores. Interestingly, we find that, even at very small water load-
ings, water molecules form a preferential layer near the wall
at a distance of r ≈ 0.55 nm from the center of the nanotube.
This hydration layer at the nanopore surfaces is a consequence
of the strong hydrophilic interactions due to the large rela-
tive charges of O, Al, and P (see Table I). At all temperatures
studied, we find that increasing the water content within the
pores leads to the formation of a second layer at r ≈ 0.4 nm
and a third layer at r ≈ 0.15 nm. Considering that the dis-
tance between the two oxygen atoms in a hydrogen bond is
d ≈ 0.28 nm, we could expect that the second and third lay-
ers of the water would be separated from each other by a
FIG. 2. Density profile for (a) T = 173 K, (b) T = 235 K,
and (c) T = 293 K and all the values of water loading
studied. The distance r is measured from the center of
the nanotube.
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distance of 0.3 nm, what allows for the formation of undis-
torted hydrogen bonds. Instead, we observe that the distance
between the second and first layers of water is rather small,
0.1 nm, and hence the water molecules in the second and third
layers are closer than 0.3 nm and form only, if any, highly dis-
torted H-bonds. It follows that the interactions of water with
the nanopore surface and the small pore radius affect consid-
erably the structure of water in the second and third hydration
layers.
Figure 2 also shows that as the water loading is increased,
the density of the contact layer also steadily increases with the
exception of the system at temperature T = 173 K for which
the contact layer is possibly already frozen in its maximum
density at water loadings n = 180 or higher.
Figure 3 shows the planar density as colormaps, ρ(x, y),
for low (N = 50), medium (N = 180), and high (N = 299)
loadings and for all temperatures studied. The red regions
represent the higher probability of finding a water molecule
while the dark blues are the regions with the lower probability.
The density colormaps illustrate that at low densities the water
molecules are located only near the pore wall notwithstanding
the temperature, as already suggested by Fig. 2. Interestingly,
the distribution of water molecules over the inner pore surface
is not uniform, but it is concentrated in certain positions of the
wall. As the number of molecules is increased, the second and
third layers are formed, but the water distribution within the
pore and at the interface remains highly heterogeneous. The
water molecules close to the wall might be located at regions
in which water-wall HBs are present.
In order to identify the regions of the wall which are more
attractive to the water molecules, we show the density maps
ρ(z, θ). ρ(z, θ) quantifies the local density of water in the first
hydration layer as a function of the pore height z and polar
angle θ. By comparing ρ(z, θ) with the location of Al, P, and
O at the pore inner surface, we can identify the sites of the
pore surface that are the most or the least attractive to water
molecules. The Al and O atoms of the AlPO4-54 matrix and
FIG. 3. x-y colormaps for T = 173 K (first line), T = 235 K (second line), and
T = 293 K (third line) and N = 50 (first column), N = 180 (second column),
and N = 299 (third column). The red regions represent the higher probability
of finding a water molecule, while the dark blues are the regions with the
lower probability.
FIG. 4. θ − z colormaps for (a) N = 50, (b) N = 180, and (c) N = 299 for T
= 293 K. The top graphs represent the position of the aluminum atoms, and
the bottom graphs represent the position of the oxygen atoms at the AlPO4-54
matrix. The red regions represent the higher probability of finding a water
molecule, while the dark blues are the regions with the lower probability.
the water at the contact layer are shown as a planar surface
and θ-z colormaps were used. Figure 4 illustrates these col-
ormaps for T = 293 K and N = 50, 180, and 299 (middle
row). The top and bottom rows of Fig. 4 indicate the loca-
tion of the aluminum and the oxygen atoms of the nanopores’
inner surface, respectively. The red (blue) regions represent
the high (low) probability of finding a water molecule near the
nanopore wall. The main point of Fig. 4 is that, for all the three
loadings, the water molecules correlate with the location of the
O atoms of the matrix and anti-correlate with the location of
the Al atoms. Such a correlation between the local density of
water and the location of the O atoms in the pore becomes
more pronounced with increasing the water content within the
pore.
This behavior can also be seen in Fig. 5, where we show
the water molecules in the first hydration layer as a function of
z and θ, i.e., this is the view of the water molecules in contact
with the pore as seen from the pore axis. In Fig. 5, only atoms
that are in direct contact with the confined water are included,
i.e., Al and O atoms. The blue and the yellow spheres represent
the Al and O atoms of the pore while the red and white spheres
are the O and H atoms of the water molecules, respectively.
FIG. 5. θ − z snapshots of the system for (a) N = 50, (b) N = 180, and (c) N
= 299 for T = 293 K. Blue spheres represent the aluminum and yellow spheres
represent the oxygen belonging to AlPO4-54.
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FIG. 6. Snapshots of the system for (a) N = 50, (b) N = 180, and (c) N = 299
for T = 293 K. The x-y snapshots (left) and z-y snapshots (right) are shown.
As an example, we focus on the cases T = 293 K and N
= 50, 180, and 299. The snapshots clearly indicate that the
water molecules in the first hydration layer tend to be closer
to the O atoms than to the Al atoms of the matrix, confirming
the correlation and anti-correlation observed in Fig. 4.
Remarkably, for low water loading, the location of the
pore O atoms favors water molecules to arrange in string-like,
helix structures. These structures can be seen in the case of
N = 50, by the diagonal lines of water in the middle panel
of Fig. 5(a) and in Fig. 6(a). The formation of such structure
was also observed in experiments and other simulations.43,44
As the water loading increases, many layers are formed within
the pore and the helix structure becomes less visible; see, e.g.,
Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) for the cases of N = 180 and N = 299,
respectively.
The preferential hydration of the O atoms in the pore inner
surface can be understood in terms of the number of HBs that
water molecules form with other water molecules and with the
O atoms of the pore. Figure 7 shows the number of HBs per
water molecule as a function of the water loading. The total
number of hydrogen bonds per water molecules is close to 4,
as expected for a perfect tetrahedral network, and decreases
slightly with the increase of the temperature, due to entropic
effects. For N = 50, shown in Fig. 7(a), the number of water-
water and water-AlPO4-54 HBs is almost the same. In order to
maintain four total HBs, with O in the wall without breaking
bonds with the other water molecules in the same layer, the
surface water molecules form a linear helix-like structure. As
the loading increases, as illustrated in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), more
layers of water are formed and the number of water-water
bonds increases.
In summary, our results indicate that the confined fluid
forms heterogeneous layers and that for lower water load-
ings, the formation of a helicoidal structure allows the water
molecules to form more water-water H-bonds without distort-
ing the structure imposed by AlPO4-54.
B. Water dynamics
In order to better understand the dynamics of the sys-
tem, we focus, first, on the MSD and on the diffusivity of
water within the pores. The diffusion coefficient for all cases
was obtained only considering the z contributions to the MSD
since the Einstein relation is valid only for t −→ ∞. Figure 8
shows the MSD and the diffusion coefficient obtained using
Eq. (5) for the case T = 173 K and various loadings. At this
temperature, the dynamics is slow and the diffusive regime is
not completely reached during the simulated time. The diffu-
sion coefficient in this case is obtained using the few linear
points in Fig. 8(c). Accordingly, the diffusion coefficients at
this temperature are estimated values that set a lower bound-
ary for water diffusion coefficients. It is remarkable that at this
temperature water still exhibits translational motion within
our 40 ns simulation run. For comparison, bulk water at T
= 173 K cannot be experimentally studied in the liquid state
due to unavoidable crystallization. Similarly, bulk TIP4P/2005
water cannot be equilibrated at this temperature even within
1 microsecond-simulation runs. It follows that, relative to the
FIG. 7. Average number of HBs per water molecule as
a function of the water loading for (a) T = 173 K, (b) T
= 235 K, and (c) T = 293 K. Total number of H-bonds,
water-water H-bonds, and water-AlPO4-54 H-bonds are
shown.
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FIG. 8. Mean square displacement, 〈r2(t)〉, (a) total, (b)
on the x-y plane, (c) on the z axis, and (d) the z direction
diffusion coefficient for T = 173 K and all water loadings
studied. The dashed line in (c) is a guide to the eye.
bulk case, water confined within the AlPO4-54 pores exhibits
an enhanced diffusivity. However, and not surprisingly, water
within the AlPO4-54 pores diffuses much slower than in car-
bon nanotubes.45 At T = 173 K, increasing the water loading
within the pores leads to a decrease in the MSD and in the diffu-
sion coefficients [Fig. 8(d)]. The decrease of the diffusion with
the increase of the water loading observed for T = 173 K and
N > 60 is not surprising since more space (lower N) favors
mobility. For N < 60, however, the increase in N increases
mobility. In this case, the increase of mobility is due to the
change in the behavior of the HBs where the water molecules
lose HBs with the wall and form with other water molecules,
as shown in Fig. 7(a). This anomalous behavior for low N was
also observed in simulations for water confined in MCM-41
pores.46
The MSD and the diffusion coefficients at T = 235 and
293 K are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. As expected,
for a given water loading, increasing the temperature leads to
an increase in the MSD and in the diffusivity. In these temper-
atures, contrary to the low temperature behavior, increasing
the water content in the pores enhances the diffusivity of
water. The increase in the mobility with water loadings is also
observed in bulk water in the diffusion anomalous region. The
mechanism is not due to the change in the number of HBs but
the increase of the number of neighbors leading to the for-
mation of interstitial water and distorted bonds. At very high
water loadings, the water molecules have their mobility sup-
pressed on the x-y plane by the confining environment. The
suppression is shown in Figs. 9(b) and 10(b) as a plateau on
the MSD.
Next, we focus on the rotational dynamics of the system,
and we calculate the rotational autocorrelation function of the
water molecules within the pore. The orientational relaxation
time is calculated from these functions using the following
FIG. 9. Mean square displacement, 〈r2(t)〉, (a) total, (b)
on the x-y plane, (c) on the z axis, and (d) the z direction
diffusion coefficient for T = 235 K and all water loadings
studied. The upper D value in (d) indicates the simulated
diffusion of bulk water at T = 235 K and ρ = 0.98 g/cm3.
The dashed line in (c) is a guide to the eye.
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FIG. 10. Mean square displacement, 〈r2(t)〉, (a) total, (b)
on the x-y plane, (c) on the z axis, and (d) the z direction
diffusion coefficient for T = 293 K and all water loadings
studied. The upper D value in (d) indicates the simulated
diffusion of bulk water at T = 293 K and ρ = 0.98 g/cm3.
The dashed line in (c) is a guide to the eye.
FIG. 11. Relaxation times as a function of the water load-
ing for (a) T = 235 K and (b) T = 293 K. Solid lines
represent the relaxation time for the slow reorientation
process and the dashed line represents the relaxation time
for the fast reorientation process.
fitting function:
C = a1exp(−t/τ1) + a2exp(−t/τ2). (8)
In most cases, only one relaxation time is needed for a
good fit; however, in our case two relaxation times, τ1 and τ2,
were used in order to take into account the possibility of having
a fast and a slow reorientation process. The non-exponential
dynamics of confined water is due to the broad distribution
of the H-bond partners’ exchange rate induced by the hetero-
geneity of the pore surface.47 Figure 11 shows these relaxation
times as a function of the water loading for T = 235 K and
T = 293 K. A table with the values of a1 and a2 for all the
water loadings and temperatures studied can be found in the
supplementary material.
For T = 173 K (not shown), a very slow dynamics is
observed with relaxation time, for the slow reorientation pro-
cess, even larger than the simulated time. With the increase of
the temperature, the relaxation time decreases, and the same
trend is observed for the slow and the fast reorientation pro-
cesses for T = 235 K and T = 293 K (Fig. 11), respectively:
With the increase of the water loading, the relaxation time
decreases. Therefore, the rotational dynamics for higher tem-
peratures follows the same trend as the translational dynamics
[Figs. 9(c) and 10(d)]: the mobility increases with the increase
of the water loading, which is the same mechanism of the
diffusion anomaly in bulk water. The formation of the helix
structure for low values of N leads to stronger HB, which hin-
ders the reorientational process. As N increases and the helix
structure disappears, it became easier for the water molecules
to exchange HBs and, as a result, the reorientational processes
are faster.
Thus, the analysis of the MSD, diffusion coefficient,
and angular correlation function indicates that the water con-
fined in AlPO4-54 nanotubes does not crystallize even at T
= 173 K, and its dynamics is enhanced within the pore rela-
tive to the bulk. In addition, water’s dynamics is enhanced by
increasing T and the water loading within the pore.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the present work, we studied the structure and the
mobility of water confined inside the AlPO4-54 nanotube
through molecular dynamics simulations in order to identify if
it crystallizes for similar temperatures as observed in the bulk
or if it remains liquid or glassy. Simulations were performed
for T = 173 K, T = 235 K, and T = 293 K and water loadings
of N = 50, 60, 75, 100, 120, 180, 200, 240, and 299.
We observed, for all cases, that the water confined in
AlPO4-54 also forms layers similarly to what was observed
for other confined systems17–22 and that these layers are not
uniformly distributed. In the particular case of AlPO4-54, the
water molecules are located near O of the confining matrix,
forming empty regions close to Al. In order to maintain the H-
bonds with the oxygens of AlPO4-54 and with the other water
molecules, the system forms a mobile helix at low loadings for
all temperatures.
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For T = 173 K, an enhancement in the diffusion coeffi-
cient when compared with the bulk is observed; however, the
diffusion coefficient and the relaxation times obtained lead to
the conclusion that the system has a very slow dynamics indi-
cating that the confined water could be in a glassy state. This
result is compatible with the previous work from Alabarse
et al.;34 however, it is not clear if the system is all in one phase
or if the water exhibits a multiphase structure as observed in
other confined systems.48 For very low water loadings, the
presence of the structured helix formation may indicate the
beginning of crystallization.
For higher temperatures, T = 235 K and T = 293 K, no
frozen state is observed confirming that the melt of the con-
fined water in AlPO4-54 occurs for temperatures much below
the bulk value.34 Anomalous diffusivity behavior where D
increases with the increase of N is observed in this case. This
occurs due to the increase of the number of neighbors leading
to the formation of interstitial water and distorted H-bonds.
The formation of a single file structure in the form of a helix,
in this case, might be interesting in the study of the single file
superflow used in desalination processes.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for additional results.
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